MEDIA RELEASE:
Berlineaton Successful in Province Wide Lean Services Procurement RFP:
The Little Engine that Could, Did
Victoria BC, September 15, 2015 - Berlineaton has streamlined its way into the record books, becoming the only locally
owned and operated management consulting firm to successfully navigate the rigorous qualification process to supply
Lean methodology services to the BC Government. Berlineaton is now eligible and available, along with Fujitsu, Deloitte
and Price Waterhouse, to support the LEAN BC initiative which is being launched across BC’s ministries under the
executive sponsorship of Deputy Premier John Dyble.
Led by Richard Eaton, Berlineaton Co-Founding Partner and the firm’s Practice Leader for Continuous Improvement,
Berlineaton has a 20 year track record of success in delivering similar services to thousands of clients across the country
during hundreds of projects across diverse sectors and workplaces: from sawmills to policy shops.
“We have gained the majority of our Lean and Continuous Improvement experience partnering with hard working,
visionary leaders at all levels in the BC Public Service,” explained Eaton. “I have found the time we have spent with these
passionate, capable public servants tremendously inspiring. It’s gratifying to be in a position now to re-invest some of the
knowledge Berlineaton has accrued back into the wider BC government operation.” Berlineaton has already been
engaged to assist with the improvement of a critical senior leader training component of the LEAN BC program.
Berlineaton, along with Fujitsu, Deloitte and Price Waterhouse, stand ready to support the ongoing success of BC’s LEAN
program, and the public sector staff who are working hard to maximize on the Lean promise to BC’s citizens. Obviously at
ease rubbing elbows with such large, well known consulting partners Eaton remarked, “There’s a 100 mile diet for
produce and similar consumer products, why not management consulting? We are excited to be able to continue
serving the BC Public Service from Victoria.”
About Berlineaton:
Berlineaton is an independent management consulting firm located in Victoria, BC. Founded by Shelly Berlin and Richard
Eaton, Berlineaton has been working with public, private, and technology leaders in the areas of strategy, change, and
leadership since 1996. Berlineaton lives by the mantra: ‘Be bold,’ and seeks clients who share this outlook. The
company’s mission is to serve alongside visionary leaders committed to delivering stronger futures for their
organizations. Find out more at www.berlineaton.com.
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